Age-dependent sparing of visual function after bilateral lesions of primary visual cortex.
Bilateral lesions of primary visual cortex (PVC) sustained early in life induce the visual system to undergo structural and functional reorganization and produce modified neuronal networks capable of mediating visual abilities that would be impaired if the lesions occurred in adulthood. Reorganization after early lesion is also accompanied by degeneration of the lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus, and 90% of beta retinal ganglion cells die via retrograde degeneration. It is unclear whether the high potential of the system to reorganize after early lesion could overcome the effects of beta retinal ganglion cell death. Visual acuity, which depends on an intact beta-cell array, was impaired in cats that underwent PVC lesions on postnatal day 1 and indicated that neuroplastic potential was insufficient to overcome early lesion-induced maladaptive plasticity. Animals with lesions made at 1 month of age, a stage accompanied by high levels of neuroplastic potential but no death of beta cells, achieved acuity measures equivalent to intact animals. The authors conclude that visual signals are rerouted to subserve functionality when the lesion is made at 1 month of age, but not at 1 day of age.